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 So, you want to try your 

hand at blacksmithing! Kudos 

to you! It is a fun and reward-

ing experience that will chal-

lenge you to learn new skills 

and expand your creativity. 

You will be joining a unique 

group of men and women who 

are both artists and craftsmen. 

The tradition that they advance 

has a glorious history that 

dates back for hundreds of 

years. It has led to the devel-

opment of iron and steel prod-

ucts that have helped ensure 

the economic success of peo-

ple throughout the world. 

 In this brief article my pur-

pose is help the curious crafts-

man learn a bit about on the 

history of blacksmithing and 

some of the tools necessary to 

get started. Also, I have pro-

vided the briefest description 

of fire management and basic techniques. Volumes 

have been written about blacksmithing so I hope this 

article provides just enough information to whet the 

curiosity of those who are interested. 

 Blacksmithing is a creative process used by artist/

craftsmen to make practical and artistic items of iron or 

steel. Blacksmith made items are typically forged. In 

other words, they are made by shaping iron or steel in a 

plastic state which is achieved by 

heating iron stock to a critical tem-

perature in a forge. 

 The history of blacksmithing 

dates back to the ancient” Iron 

Age”. The people in this time 

learned that iron ore could be 

smelted using heat from burning 

wood or charcoal that was mixed 

with lime (calcium oxide). The 

lime acted as a flux and could be 

supplied from sea shells or native 

limestone. The heating of the iron 

ore in an air driven furnace 

(bloomery) melted out the crystal-

lized iron mineral and yielded a 

pool of high carbon iron that col-

lected at the bottom of the hearth. 

In early days the iron was further 

heated forming a ‘bloom” as the 

carbon was burned out. As the 

knowledge of smelting grew to a 

larger scale the molten iron was 

poured on the sand floor of the 

casting house, cooled and broken up into manageable 

pieces. The pouring floor resembled a stream with trib-

utary branches that reminded people of a sow and her 

suckling pigs. The cooled iron was broken into pieces 

weighing around 100 lbs. each. Each piece was a “pig”. 

These “pigs” were sold to refinery forges. These sec-

ondary forges reheated the iron pigs and worked them 

into a purer form of iron by burning the excess carbon 

out. The resulting “wrought iron” typically had a car-

bon content of less than 1 per cent. This iron was fi-

brous and each fiber was coated by siliceous slag. 
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Vice President………………..…IVAN RAUPP, Bloomsbury, NJ 

Secretary………………….…ANNETTE VLIET, Danielsville, PA 
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The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage in-

terest in early trades and industries, and in the identification, 

study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implements 

used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our herit-

age. 

 

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the 

above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen 

dollars for the membership year of July 1 through June 30. 

 Membership fees may be sent to: Hank Allen, 524 Harris-

town Road, Glen Rock, NJ 07452 (write check payable to 

CRAFTS of New Jersey). 

 

CRAFTS of NJ meetings are held at the HOST Masonic 

Lodge in High Bridge, NJ. Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at 

Clinton. Go north on Rte. 31 two miles to second traffic light 

at the High Bridge exit. Turn right and go about half a mile 

to Dennis Ave. Turn left, then straight to the Masonic Lodge 

(on the left). Tailgate sales in the parking lot begin at 10 

A.M., meeting starts at 1 P.M. 

The TOOL SHED 

Published four times a year for members of CRAFTS of New 

Jersey.  Editor: Bob Garay 15 N. River Styx Rd. Hopatcong, 

NJ 07843—(973)398-5875 - Articles, especially about early 

tools and trades, are encouraged and may be sent to the Edi-

tor.  Email—takeadip@optonline.net 

 

CRAFTS WEBSITE 

www.craftsofnj.org 
 

Containing general information about CRAFTS and its activ-

ities including: meeting schedules,  Tool Shed articles, etc. 

NEW MEMBERS 
Sam Akin      Long Valley, NJ 

Dan and Marty Campanelli  Quakertown, NJ 

Robert Cherdack     Ashfield, MA 

Jim Colangelo     Cranford, NJ 

Nick Cristo      Belvidere, NJ 

Agnes Hazel      Glendora, NJ 

Edward Huml     Brooklyn, NY 

David Landis     Baltimore, OH 

Albert Lilley      Milford, NJ 

Thomas Lynar     Hackettstown, NJ 

Edward J Meyers     Roselle Park, NJ 

Michael Mulhare     Tewksbury, MA 

Seth Noll      Long Valley, NJ 

Bob Salamone     Glen Gardner, NJ 

Rocky Schnaars     South Orange, NJ 

James Zdepski     Milford, NJ 

President’s Corner 

WANTED – Member’s email addresses.  If you have not been re-

ceiving email notices from Stew May or dues acknowledgements 

from Hank Allen, please send your email address to han-

kallen@verizon.net.  

 I would like to thank CRAFTS and it members for the 

opportunity to serve as your president. I have experienced a 

lot of great events during my ten years as president. I have 

enjoyed my time working with members and am grateful for 

the experience. I truly appreciate your guidance and friendship 

during this time.  Serving CRAFTS as a director and president 

is a rewarding experience and has taught me so much about 

the antique tool world near and far. I would recommend be-

coming involved in our clubs Board of Directors to any mem-

ber who wants to learn more about antique tools, their history, 

and the larger picture of antique tools outside of New Jersey. 

With the members we have serving on our board it is a re-

warding experience.  

 It is not that I am really going anywhere. I will still re-

main the editor of the Tool Shed. It is just that I have been 

both president and editor for many years and both jobs are 

deserving of more attention then I could give. Thus now I can 

put 100% of my energies into the Tool Shed and continue to 

make it the finest tool club newsletter around.  

 Ivan Raupp will be taking over as President of CRAFTS. 

I have worked with Ivan for many years and admire his lead-

ership abilities. He has the finest organizational skills and 

communication skills I have ever seen. I am with full confi-

dence he will lead our club  in the fine manner you have come 

to expect of all our past presidents. I will work closely with 

Ivan as will all the Board of Directors to insure a smooth tran-

sition.  

 

 On other notes of regular business we have a busy sum-

mer coming up. You will be receiving a dues notice in the 

mail  in July. Please consider remaining a CRAFTS member 

as I see the club getting enriched as the year goes on. We will 

be keeping our dues at $15 for the year and what a fine bar-

gain that is. When you get the notice in early July please send 

in the dues right away so you don’t misplace the notice or 

forget. (In my house all mail gets buried quickly with the gen-

eral mailings we get.)  

 In August you will get a picnic notice. We are already 

planning the picnic and I am sure this one will be as good as 

all the others. Please consider setting up a display as this lets 

others know about your tool interests and the displays always 

draw a lot of interest. Prizes for the displays will be antique 

tools. Also consider setting up a table or two to tailgate. This 

is free for all members and is a good way to get a little cash 

for tools you no longer want to purchase more tools of inter-

est. For me the picnic is a great place to socialize with mem-

bers I see only occasionally.  

 

Lastly I would like to say how lucky I was to have served as 

your president. You are the finest bunch of people in my life 

and I am fortunate that you will remain so.  

mailto:hankallen@verizon.net
mailto:hankallen@verizon.net
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  The wrought iron was subsequently rolled into bars 

or sheets using water driven rollers. The iron fibers and 

slag coatings were aligned in long strips giving this early 

iron a fibrous “striated” appearance. The silicon sur-

rounding the fibers gave wrought iron superb resistance 

to rusting and corrosion. It was a highly desirable raw 

material accessed by the colonial blacksmith. 

 The blacksmith had a hugely important role in the 

middle ages and the preindustrial world. This importance 

grew into full force in Colonial times and continued well 

into the 19th century. Historical records indicate that 

blacksmiths were given choice property in the center of 

newly founded Colonial towns. The only requirements 

were that the blacksmith would supply the town’s people 

with their needs for iron hardware and tools. 

 Blacksmithing today, while not essential to society’s 

survival, continues to be a viable and fascinating hobby 

or vocation for creative men and women. Many folks en-

joy exploring the mysteries of blacksmithing with all of 

its “tool” accoutrements and connections to major ele-

ments of American history like mining, canalling, rail-

roading, iron 

smelting etc. It 

is a terrific plat-

form to develop 

latent creativity 

and artistic 

skills that 

might other-

wise be lost in 

today’s fast 

paced electron-

ic society. 

 Blacksmithing is interesting to each person for his/

her own reasons. Some like the creative aspect. Some like 

the technological aspects. Some like the historical as-

pects. Most like the idea that they are masters of their 

own destiny as it relates to their creations. The freedom 

to learn and explore is truly exhilarating. If you add to all 

of these benefits, the idea that you can make very cool 

interesting stuff, you may get a sense of how enticing 

blacksmithing can be. 

 Of course there is a practical side to blacksmithing. 

You can make things that are artistic, unique, and practi-

cal. You can repair many valuable types of antique iron 

items and bring value to historical treasures that would 

otherwise be unappreciated or thrown away. You can 

make some decent money doing this too. In addition, you 

can make a network of knowledgeable artist/blacksmith 

friends who share your passion and who will enrich your 

life. 

 

Basic tools - The basic tools 

for the beginning black smith 

are fairly simple: 

The Anvil: The anvil is the 

blacksmith’s workbench. 

Modern anvils have a “face” 

which provides a flat working 

surface. They also have a 

smaller and softer platform 

(table) for cutting stock. There 

is a tapered “horn” for bend-

ing or stretching hot metal. 

There are typically two holes 

in the face of the anvil. The 

square “hardy” hole is used to 

support various anvil tools 

and the round “pritchel” hole is used for punching hot 

metal. Most hobby anvils range between 80 and 150 

pounds. 

Anvil tools: anvil tools fit into the hardy hole on the an-

vil. They may be purchased or custom made by the smith. 

They are used for cutting, bending, swaging, collaring 

and countless other operations.  

The Forge: The coal forge resembles a barbecue. It is 

typically a pan, perhaps lined with refractory clay that 

holds the coals (char coal or bituminous coal) that pro-

vides the heat needed to soften the iron or steel stock.  A 

forge needs a strong air blast, so forges are equipped with 

hank cranked or electrically driven fans.  Gas forges are 

also popular. They are very clean and heating tempera-

tures are easily controlled. 

Hammers: The hammer is the operative extension of the 

blacksmith’s hand.  The smith typically has a selection of 

hammers. They are sized and shaped to help him move 

the hot iron the direction that he chooses. Lighter ham-

mers are used for delicate work. Heavy hammers are used 

for shaping bigger pieces of stock. Specially shaped ham-

mers are used for spreading metal in special ways. 

 Choosing a hammer: comfor t is the key factor  in 

choosing a hammer. It should feel comfortable in your 

hand. It should be as heavy as you can comfortably swing 

Small rivet forge with 

pump blower. 
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with control. Control is the operative word.  Black-

smithing may be a “macho” hobby but is also a hobby 

of patience, iteration and finesse. As you work, you 

will gravitate to the hammer that feels best for the task 

at hand. 

Gripping tools: Gripping tools allow you to safely 

hold and control hot metal. In this family are black-

smith’s tongs, pliers, and benders. 

 Tongs and pliers are sibling tools. Tongs have 

longer heavier handles that let you work at a safe dis-

tance from the heat of the fire and the hot metal. Their 

mouths are shaped in any way that will let you safely 

hold the metal while you are forging it with hammer 

and anvil. Flexibility demands that tongs are made to 

fit the work 

at hand. As a 

result, they 

are made in 

an infinite 

number of 

shapes and 

sizes. The beginning black smith only needs three or 

four pairs of light weight tongs. One each for small 

flat stock, larger flat stock, small round stock, and 

large round stock. Pliers are handy for light delicate 

bending as you might do when for are putting a deli-

cate hook on the end of a tapered piece of stock. 

 Benders are necessary when shaping heavier  

stock. They can be smith made or old iron adjustable 

wrenches purchased economically at a flea market. 

 The blacksmith’s vise: The blacksmith’s vise is 

the ultimate gripping tool. It is also called a “post’ or 

“leg” vise. The traditional blacksmith’s vise is forged 

from wrought iron. Its jaws may be lined with steel. It 

is constructed in such a way that the screw threads 

that adjust the jaws are protected from errant blows 

from the hammer. The jaws of the vise are also re-

sistant to cracking from errant 

hammer blows, unlike the jaws 

of a cast iron machinist vise. 

The blacksmith vise mounts to 

your work bench and it has a 

long leg that rests on the floor 

of your shop.  It is indispensable 

for heavy bending, twisting, and 

for holding anvil hardies that 

might not fit in the hardy hole 

of your vise. 

 

Raw materials (stock) 

Wrought iron: wrought iron 

is fun to forge if you can find it. 

It is not made commercially any more but old iron 

from bridges, farm equipment, and old hinges may 

provide stock for small projects. Work it at a very 

high yellow/white heat or the fibers will separate. Al-

ways work it square and minimize sharp bends. 

Cold/Hot rolled mild steel: This mater ial may be 

purchased in precise dimensions at large hardware 

stores or from metal suppliers. Just Google “iron sup-

plier” to find sources in your area. 

 

Operating the forge: 

Fuel: Use good “blacksmith” quality bituminous 

(soft) coal. Blacksmith coal has low sulfur and no for-

eign matter relative to lesser forms of coal. It burns 

clean and forms good coke. Coke is the carbon that 

remains after the volatile gasses are burned out of the 

raw coal. Do not use anthracite (hard) coal unless you 

plan to also use an electric blower. Anthracite coal 

needs a constant blast. Char coal works very well but 

is expensive relative to bituminous coal. 

Building the fire: I star t my fire using several 

methods. The simplest is to pile shavings from your 

wood shop in the bottom of the forge pan over the 

tuyere.  A tight ball made from several sheets of news-

paper will also suffice. If I have some charcoal I will 

pour a little over the wood chips. Pile loose raw coal 

around the periphery of the fire. Light the woodchips. 

Provide a light draft and shovel a bit of raw coal over 

the fire. As the coal begins to burn, gradually cover 

the fire poking a few vent holes through the top of the 

fire. Continue to supply a steady stream of air. As the 

smoke dies down, after several minutes, you will 

begin to see 

the coke form-

ing in the heart 

of your fire. 

You can now 

lay a piece of 

iron across the 

fire and begin 

to work. 

Managing the fire: Add raw coal to the edges of the 

fire only. Keep working it into the center of the fire as 

the old coal burns down. Periodically use your poker 

to stir the fire keeping the bottom from burning hol-

low. Probe for the sticky “clinker” that will eventually 

form at the bottom of the fire. Flip it up and out of the 

fire. Dump the dead coal that forms at the bottom of 

the fire into the ash pit.  

Positioning your work in the fire: Position your 

work so that it is in the reducing part of the fire. Keep 

it on top of the burning coal/coke. By doing this you 
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will reduce the formation of scale. While heating, watch 

the stock out of the corner of your eye. It will soon turn 

from grey and as it heats will glow to dull red, bright red, 

yellow, and finally white. Modern mild steel will start to 

spark at a white heat. Slightly over this heat is welding 

heat. If mild steel is heated still hotter it will burn up. 

Wrought iron can take significantly more heat. 

 

Basic Blacksmithing moves: Here are a few introduc-

tory moves to help you get 

started. 

Drawing out: Heat a piece of 

¼ inch round stock to a bright 

red or yellow heat. Have your 

hammer ready. Quickly swing 

the work over the horn of the 

anvil. Using carefully placed 

blows hammer the hot stock 

noting how it is stretching and 

thinning. After each blow turn 

the stock 90 degrees so that 

you are working it square. 

When the heat falls to a low 

red, hammer the piece straight 

of the anvil face. Take another 

“heat” in the forge. Continue 

to draw out the work until you 

develop a nice symmetrical 

point.  

Upsetting: Upsetting is the 

opposite of drawing out. A 

nail head is an example. Try 

upsetting by taking a piece of 

¼ round stock 30 inches long. 

Heat the last inch to a bright 

yellow heat. Hold the stock 

vertically. Tap the hot end of 

the stock on the anvil face. If 

you are careful you will begin 

to thicken the end of the stock. 

Bending: Heat the end of 

your ¼ inch stock to a bright 

red heat for 4 inches or so. 

Quickly place it over the horn 

of the anvil. Starting at the end 

begin tapping the end of the 

stock around the anvil horn. 

Keep tapping until in goes al-

most around the horn. You 

have made a hook. 

Twisting: Take a piece of ¼” 

square stock 24 inches long. 

(Why not round stock?)  Heat 4 

inches or so to a 

bright red heat. As 

you work quickly, 

grip the hot end in 

your vise. Using vise 

grips or good tongs 

twist the stock one 

full turn. How cool is 

the twist! 

Cutting: Place a “hot cut” hardy in the hardy hole of 

your anvil. If you don’t have a “hot cut” place a sharp big 

old cold chisel in your vise, chisel edge up. Heat your ¼ “ 

round or square stock to a low yellow heat about four 

inches from the end. Swing the work over the sharp edge 

of the hardy or chisel. Tap carefully with light blows over 

the sharp edge until the stock is almost cut through. Using 

the tongs break off the cut end. Sure beats the hack saw 

doesn’t it! 

Punching: Take 

a 2ft long piece 

of 1/8” x1” flat 

stock. Heat two 

inches on one 

end to a nice 

bright red / low 

yellow heat. 

Have a helper 

swing the hot end on the face of the anvil. As you work 

quickly, position your punch over the hot stock. Give a 

heavy blow where you want the hole to be. Your helper 

will then flip the stock over and position it over the 

pritchel hole. You will look for the “tell tale” grey circle 

that will show you where to place the punch. Working 

quickly you will punch the slug through the pritchel hole. 

 

Information sources: There are many fine books wr it-

ten on the many aspects of blacksmithing. Since we are in 

the Internet age search to following. ABANA is an awe-

some site and will point you to blacksmithing organiza-

tions in your area. 

Google search: ABANA, Blacksmithing Clubs, & 

Blacksmith books. 

Sources for old tools: E-Bay, flea markets, auctions, 

newspaper ads, Craig’s list, Blacksmith Organization 

Web Sites. 

 

Lastly: Have Fun! You can e-mail me with questions. 

 

Drawing out 

Bending 
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 I have been restoring 

antique and vintage 

planes since before I be-

came a shop teacher over 36 years ago. I picked 

up old tools while going to college to be a shop 

teacher to equip my shop. When teaching I 

found restoring older tools was a good way to 

get quality tools for my school shop. This turned 

into selling some on eBay in 1998 to help pur-

chase collectible antique tools I wanted. I found 

that restored ready to use vintage tools were 

highly sought after by many woodworkers and 

selling these tools became a rewarding business.  

 A finely tuned Stanley Bailey plane is a 

wonder to use. It is a plane that went thru many 

modifications over its 100 year history and is 

copied by today’s plan makers. As many of to-

day’s woodworkers are looking for good quality 

tools without the expense, why not tune-up a 

vintage plane. Here is my 10 step process to 

bring a plane to top user condition.  

 

1 - BODY BOTTOM LAPPED FLAT AND 

SIDES CLEANED - Flatten bottom surface, 

remove scratches in bottom & sides. This is the 

first thing I do to a plane before I take it all 

apart. Retract the cutter and sand the bottom of 

the plane with 100 grit sandpaper on a flat ma-

chined surface like a table saw, plate glass or 

machinist plate. Leaving the plane together al-

lows the plane to be lapped in it “true state” of 

flex when all the components are assembled. It 

also allows you to use the tote and front knob to 

hold the plane while doing so. If rusted badly start 

with 80 grit and work your way to finer paper usual-

ly ending with about 220 grit. Mark your sole with a 

felt-tip pen to help reveal the low spots. Planes with 

corrugated (grooved) soles have less metal to remove 

than planes with smooth-bottomed soles, so they’re 

easier to flatten The area in front and around the 

mouth are the most im-

portant area of the bottom to 

flatten. Also clean the sides 

of the plane using sandpaper, always sanding 

with the grain of the plane, front to back.  

 

2 - ALL PARTS DISSASSEMBLED AND 

CLEANED - Remove rust, clean threads, oil 

moving parts. I use a fine wire wheel to remove 

rust and dirt from all parts including every screw 

and washer. Of course getting every screw loos-

ened is sometimes a chore. Soaking in oil and 

even a little torch heat may be required for loos-

ening fused screws like the frog adjuster screw. 

A small wire brush and soaking parts remove the 

toughest muck. I use OZ cream polish to help 

with cleaning of japanning and metal preserva-

tive.  

3 - JAPANNING CLEANED OR RE-

PLACED  If the or iginal japanning is good I 

clean it and apply paste wax. If the japanning is 

spotty and/or it looks bad, I scrape off the old 

japanning 

and replace 

it with a 

spray on 

enamel 

called Rust 

Tough by 

Krylon. I 

use an old 

chisel to 

scrape off 

all the old 

japanning 

10 STEP PLANE RESTORATION 

By Bob Garay 
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and wire wheel the metal. Then I soak with cider 

vinegar and let the mild acid remove any rust in 

the metal pores, before washing the metal with hot 

soapy water and a small wire brush. I then dry 

quickly with a heat gun. Tape off machined areas 

and clog screw holes with paper before spray 

painting 3-4 coats. Clean all machined areas and 

overspray on uncoated areas.  

 

4 - HAND LAPPING ALL FROG AND BASE 

MACHINED SURFACES. Lap machined areas 

on frog top and bottom to ensure good cutter/bed 

contact. I sand 

the frog ma-

chined surfaces 

on a small ma-

chinist table or 

a notched piece 

of ply to allow 

the lateral lever 

to fit while the 

frog sits flat. I glue sandpaper to its top and lap 

machined areas perfectly flat top and bottom.  

 

5 - BASE FROG MATING SURFACES 

CLEANED & SCRAPED. On the base of the 

plane clean and flatten mating machined areas. A 

small file and a little lapping compound is used for 

this. The lapping compound is applied to base and 

frog mating surface and rubbed together to lap 

smooth.  

6 - CUTTER SHARPENED & LAPPED. Hol-

low ground with 25 degree secondary bevel, face 

lapped flat to polish. The iron needs to be cleaned 

and sharpened. I sand the entire blade with medi-

um grit sandpaper then fine sandpaper to clean it. 

Make sure the blade is flat - tapping on a small 

anvil will straighten bent irons. I then shape/square 

and sharpen the iron using a medium stone grinder 

to get a bev-

eled hollow 

edge. Being 

careful not to 

overheat the 

iron I quench 

frequently in 

a water cup 

next to the 

grinder. The 

face is lapped with rough to fine stones to get a 

sharp edge. I also lap the bevel up side as this side 

needs a good flat mating surface to the frog you 

lapped. I use an ellipse guide to aid with sharpen-

ing the cutter, as it is quick and accurate for a con-

stant 25 degree secondary bevel. I start with dia-

mond stones and finish with Japanese water 

stones. For larger size cutters I use sandpaper 

glued to glass for the medium to fine grits. After 

polishing on 8000 grit water stone it is leather 

stropped with green rouge to remove burr edge.  

 

7 - CHIPBREAKER DRESSED TO FLAT-

NESS AND FIT TO CUTTER. Edge of chip 

breaker lapped flat to fit cutter & top smoothed 

and polished. Also make sure the chip breaker has 

a slight bend to it to lock down the cap edge on the 

irons edge. The chip breaker should have a good 

"FLAT" at this edge - if not, use a stone to get a 

flat edge so you do 

not see and light 

gaps when looking 

under the cap iron. 

This is important as 

wood fibers will 

get caught in any 

gaps and tend to 

clog the iron. Lock 

in cap about 1/32” 

from cutter edge.  

 

 

8 - WOOD TOTE & KNOB REFINISHED 

Rosewood cleaned and refinished with French 

polish. For most of the Stanley years they used 

rosewood for their handles and knobs. This is a 

great wood with a spectacular look. Of course if 

your plane has a broken handle another wood of 

Ellipse sharpening jig in use. 

Wood chips caught under the chip 

breaker will prohibit the cutter from 

working. 
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your choice can be used. If the handle is cracked 

as many are it is an easy job to re-glue the handle 

and still use it, as it will hold up to more use after 

a  good glue job. I like using Gorilla glue. It 

works well to separate the two broken parts and 

clean out the cracked edges with alcohol to get 

them ready to glue. After applying glue it often 

works to reapply the bolt through the handle and 

tighten it to the base while being glued. If this 

does not work some large rubber bands will often 

hold the two parts together while the glue is set-

ting. Often I can use my woodworkers vise or 

wood parallel clamp. Re-sand and finish to your 

taste. For finishing I will stain the new wood to 

match using a aniline dye. Then hand buffing a 

couple of coats of French polish like Lacover by 

Mohawk Products.  

 

9 - BASE MOUTH OPENING FILED FOR 

PROPER FIT. Front and rear  edges of the 

mouth are filed gently to straighten and clean sur-

face edges. I use a fine mill file to gently straight-

en the mouths opening. If uneven use layout fluid 

or a marker and mark along the mouth. Then 

scribe where you want to file to, using a square. 

The forward edge of the mouth can be angled 

about 10-15 degrees to help chip clearance. (See 

photo below.)   

 

10 - WHOLE PLANE COATED WITH WAX 

RUST INHIBITOR. Paste wax applied to all 

metal surfaces to protect from rust. I use Butchers 

paste wax on all plane parts, it protects the bare 

metal and enhances the japanning and rosewood. 

This should be done often if you work in a garage, 

basement or humid environment.  
 

Setup and use 

 Screw down the frog assembly tightly. Assem-

ble the rose wood making sure to tighten firmly. If 

loose you may need to shorten the screw stud a 

little and reassemble.  Then assemble the cutter 

and lock in the lever cap. The cap should be snug 

but not to tight as this may make it hard to turn 

the depth adjustment. Look at the clearance of the 

cutter to the front of the mouth. If you want fine 

shaving adjust the frog close. If you want thicker 

shavings move the frog back a little. Try the plane 

out on a medium hard wood and see how it cuts. 

Move the lateral lever to get full width shavings. 

Practice is 

important to 

perfect your 

planing per-

formance. I 

hope you, like 

me, find re-

storing old 

planes enjoya-

ble and useful. 

Above left is handle with replaced glued on horn. On 

right the horn has been filed and sanded to shape. Stain-

ing and finish will put the handle back into use.  

Gently clamping the plane in a wood vise angled back 

15 degrees so you can hold the file level to file the front 

of the mouth.  
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Tiny Folding Rule What’s It? Mystery Solved! 
 

Editor’s note: In our March, 2016 edition of ‘The Tool 

Shed’, we presented a tiny folding rule (Figure 1) and 

called it a modified ‘what’s it’; not knowing its purpose, 

maker, etc.  We certainly knew it was a rule, but none of 

the many CRAFTS experts and dealers we asked, prior to 

publication, had any knowledge of it; that is until Jane 

Rees responded to the article.  Jane lives in Bath, England 

and is author of, 

‘The Rule Book’.  

Her overall expertise 

and specific 

knowledge of this 

niche area of rule 

collecting - not to 

mention providing 

actual samples, 

solved our mystery.  

Here is what Jane 

had to say: 

 

“This is a sample of 

the hinges, small 

joint and tips for a 

rule. It was a sales-

man's sample and 

was probably origi-

nally with other samples showing different types of hinges 

etc. and in a case or on a card, for the salesman to show 

prospective buyers the different styles offered by the rule 

maker. There are a number of them around, sometimes on 

their card or in their sample case, sometimes they have 

become separated from the other samples and so are on 

their own, which makes them more difficult to identify. 

They also sometimes had some divisions and numbers 

marked and even I have one that includes a slide 

just 1½” long.  

 

Some of those around came from the Samson Aston, 

rule makers of Birmingham, and I believe some came 

out of the Smallwood factory when it closed down, 

which, from the style, this may well be one. However, 

I suspect that most, if not all, the rule makers had 

these so, without a name, it is impossible to tell for 

sure which maker they originated from, or even 

whether they are British or American.”  

 

Jane has included pictures and additional infor-

mation...Figure 2 shows two individual rules by Sam-

son Aston, from her personal collection.  They are 6” 

and 3” in length.   

Figure 3 shows two Samson Aston sample cards…as they 

say, “a picture is worth a thousand words” and these two 

cards very nicely answer most of our questions.  The cards 

in Figure 3 were provided to Jane by David Stanley Auc-

tions.  Jane notes that, “all the Samson Aston samples in 

David Stanley's examples [have] been cut down to 3 inch-

es and then tipped with iron tips as a full length rule 

would have been.”  She also notes that Samson Aston 

ceased trading in 1882 and was taken over by I & D 

Smallwood and it is likely that these sample boards were 

found when Smallwood, in turn, went out of business in 

1999.     

 

Well, who knew?  The thought of reducing the size of the 

rules for salesmen or even as factory prototypes, didn’t 

seem necessary – after all these are not anvils, stoves or 

plows.  But, we are now educated… 

 

Thanks Jane! 

Figure 2 Photo by Jane Rees showing 3” salesman sample of 

the larger full size sample above it.  

Original rule from Stew May’s col-

lection.  

Figure 3 above shows salesman sample board with rules. Curtesy of 

David Stanley Auctions. 
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Haddonfield collection shows how we 

once built and worked.  

 This is a raisin seeder,” says Don Wal-

lace, a.k.a. the Tool Man. 

 “The seeds in raisins used to be bigger 

than they are now, and this” -a hand-cranked kitchen press 

made of cast iron - “would squeeze them out for you.” 

 Who knew? 

 The tool man did, and still does. He donated his 3,000 - 

piece collection of antique implements to the Historical So-

ciety of Haddonfield. And he’s giving me a personal tour. 

 “Don Wallace took the basement of Greenfield Hall, 

our headquarters, and turned it into a very magical place,” 

Society president Carol Smith says. “It was a labor of love.” 

 With help from other 

volunteers, Wallace curat-

ed and created displays of 

tools and simple devices 

which homemakers, shoe-

makers mechanics, medi-

cal professionals, tin-

smiths, blacksmiths, farm-

ers, and others got their 

work done in the 19th and 

early 20th centuries. 

 Some of these imple-

ments - such as lasts, 

rasps, hammers, and other 

gear belonging to George 

W. Day, known as “the 

left-handed cobbler of Haddonfield” -were used locally.  

 The collection encapsulates what Haddonfield used to 

be; a little town in the middle of an agrarian community,” 

Smith says. 

 “It tells us what life was like in a society that reused and 

repaired things, instead of throwing them away.” 

 The objects shed light on “average people’s lives and 

what they did with their time,” society librarian and archivist 

Dana Dorman says. “It’s a wonderful collection.” 

 A retired salesman of fine paper and graphic arts sup-

plies, Wallace, 83, became the society's curator of tools after 

donating his collection to it 20 years ago, more than dou-

bling its existing trove. He stepped down in 2015. 

 I meet him and Caryl, his wife of 62 years and the 

mother of their three grown children (They also have seven 

grandchildren and two great-grandchildren), at Greenfield 

Hall.  

 The magnificent Kings Highway landmark contains 

furniture , pottery, textiles, and other objects from the socie-

ty’s collections, including the mini-museum of tools in the 

basement. 

 “It’s good to see it,” says the Tool Man, who had two 

strokes in 2015 and now uses a cane. “I’m enjoying the 

memories it brings back.” 

 Among them; The good times he and his wife have 

spent with others who share his fascination with hand tools. 

 “It was a big part of our lives,” Caryl, 83, says. 

 The Haddonfield couple regularly attend CRAFTS 

(Collectors of Rare and Familiar 

Tools Society) meetings and oth-

er events, making friends “with 

people from all walks of life,” 

she says, adding, “I wasn’t too 

interested in tools at first. But I learned a lot. And I loved 

it.” 

 Her husband got interested in tools about 25 years ago, 

after becoming friends with local collector Carl Bopp. 

 “I was interested in old, obsolete” implements of all 

sorts, Wallace says. “I didn’t specialize. I bought a lot of 

them at the Berlin Farmers Market.” 

 In the pre-google era, he read books to educate himself 

about vintage tools or to figure out what he had just bought. 

He says he plans to donate his tool research library to the 

society as well. 

 Wallace leads me through a neatly labeled, well-lit lab-

yrinth of scythes, pitchforks, hammers, vise grips, and grind-

ers (there’s a grindstone, too.). 

 Leather-tanning, barrel-making, and even undertaking 

tools have been arranged on the walls and in themed dis-

plays; he knows the geography of the place by heart. 

 Here’s something that’s fantastic, “Wallace says, select-

ing a slightly curved wand of wood about 12 inches long 

from a display of blacksmithing tools. 

 “It’s a sweat-swiper, for horses,” he explains. 

 The asphalt layer’s hammer, the carriage maker’s 

wrench, the cow-horn cutter, and the remarkable hand-

cranked food processor Wallace shows me are, like the 

sweat-swiper, the technological artifacts of a far more labor-

intensive era. 

 Many of these tools are heavy, awkward, and potential-

ly dangerous to the user. They have no source of power oth-

er than the user’s mind and muscle. 

 And not one of them can send a text message or recom-

mend a restaurant. 

 But they helped build a way of life, which those of us 

who’ve had it easy can better appreciate thanks to the hard 

work of Don Wallace. The Tool Man.  

 

The above was in the Philadelphia Inquirer March 10, 2016 

newspaper. An article by reporter Kevin Riordan 

He’s A Tool Man 
Don Wallace 
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 Woodworkers restoring  

19th century buildings of-

ten need 19th century tools 

to give their work an au-

thentic touch.  They aren’t 

likely to find the old tools 

in the latest catalog or at 

the local hardware store 

sharing a space with mod-

ern, high-tech tools.   

 But woodworkers and 

collectors might make a 

rare find among an estimat-

ed 1,000 plus antique and 

vintage tools at Linda Mar-

iconda’s Whitney House 

Antiques Tool Shop. The 

Tool Shop is located in the 

Lafayette Mill Antiques 

Center, located in north 

N.J.  

 You name it she’s got 

it. Moulding planes, plow planes, braces, levels, chis-

els, drawknife's, handsaws, and other specialty trade 

tools. Linda has a good business and is constantly re-

stocking her Tool Room with fresh old tools.  

 Linda, a long time CRAFTS member, has devel-

oped a  passion for old tools. Linda likes to think of her 

work as a tool dealer, as a preserver of our heritage. 

“This is the roots. These are the tools that built our 

country.” said Linda. She realized early-on that people 

want old tools because they often work better then the 

newer ones offered in todays stores.  

 Linda started her antique store restoring and selling 

antique furniture. Then she would get old antique tool 

chests to restore and end up with an assortment of an-

tique tools that were in the 

chests. As she cleaned these 

tools she realized the beauty 

and function of these relics. It 

really took a turn in 1985 

when she bought a collection 

of 800 antique tools from a 

private collection. It took 

months to research, catalog, 

clean and price them. She 

received an immediate inter-

est and from their it took off 

with the old tools.  

 The estimated 1000 tools 

range from a $25 19th centu-

ry molding plane to a $400 

signed Erlandsen ivory bow 

drill made in NYC for the 

piano making industry around 

1900. The collection includes 

a number of axes including 

broad axes. One was a Austri-

an axe inscribed with the “Sign of Trinity,” represent-

ing the Christian Holy Trinity. Many tools fashioned 

by 18th-century Europeans feature complex religious 

designs, Linda said.  

 There are 

several hand 

drills, some with 

original bits, 

about 50 mold-

ing planes made 

in the 19th and 

early 20th centu-

ry. Of special 

interest to wood-

workers are the 

Stanley tools. 

Linda has a good 

assortment of user quality metallic planes.  There is a 

resurgence of hobbyist woodworkers who enjoy using 

hand tools using old school woodworking practices. It 

is often called “unplugged woodworking.” Linda’s 

Tool Shop is the perfect place for these new wood-

workers to outfit their shop. Of course Linda has a 

keen eye and includes plenty of “collectible” tools for 

the collector as well. It is worth a trip to the Lafayette 

Mill. It is in the beautiful Northern NJ farm country up 

route 15.  

  

    Linda Mariconda can be reached by email at -  

              lmariconda@outlook.com 

Dealer Profile - Linda Mariconda 

Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop 

Linda showing Herb Kean a rare elm wood Nordic brace. 

Linda has a wide assortment of quality antique tools for sale 

at her Tool Shop in Lafayette Mill Antiques Center. 

A good assortment of user metal  planes. 

A good variety of antique and vintage tools are offered. 

http://www.millantiques.com/mariconda.htm
http://www.millantiques.com/mariconda.htm
http://www.millantiques.com/mariconda.htm
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TOOL EVENTS 

 

July 2-10 – Kutztown Folk Festival, 67th Annual Kutztown Fair 

Grounds, PA 

 

July 15-17 – Jacktown 45TH Annual Antique Gas Engine & Trac-

tor Show, Bangor, PA. 

www.jacktown.org. 

 

July 21-23 – MJD Tools Open House, Listed Auction,  Avoca, 

NY. Martin Donnelly. www.mjdtools.com, 800-869-0695. 

 

July 29 - David Stanley General Tool Auction, England. David 

Stanley 011.44.1530.222320.  www.davidstanley.com. 

 

July 30 – 7th Annual Hotter ‘N Hell Antique Tool Auction, Har-

vesterLions Club 4835 Central School Rd., St. Charles Missouri.  

Mike @ Greatplanestrading.com.  www.greatplanestrading.com. 

Aug. 25 – MWTCA Area P Meet. Adamstown, PA Don 

Starked@aol.com (717)367-5207. 

Sep. 7 - Tony Murland Antique Tools International Auction, The 

Orwell Hotel, Hamilton Rd. Felixstowe, England. IP 11 7 DX.  

Tony Murland, www.antiquetools.co.uk. 

Sep. 11 – Crafts Annual Picnic, The Life Camp, Pottersville, NJ. 

Bob Garay, takeadip@optonline.net. 

WANT ADS 
Help With Tool Collections - A retired shop teacher,  I can assist 

you with tool collection. Finding buyers for your tools. Call Bob 

Garay (973) 398-5875 or email- takeadip@optonline.net. 

Vintage Tools for  woodworking, machining, leather  working 

and more. See us at New England area tool meets, online at www-

TimelessToolsand Treasures.com or email jane@janebutler.com. 

Need Help disposing of your  tools or  home items?  Entire or  

partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky at 908-534-

2710. 

JIMBODETOOLS.COM – The largest antique tool website on 

earth buying and selling fine antique tools.  Call Jim at 518-537-

8665 or email jim@jimbodetools.com.  

Wanted – Molding planes made of apple wood, & better molding 

planes from Hudson River valley makers. Joe Hauck 908-236-

2072. 

The Tool Exchange –Australia’s home of fine old tools for sale.  

Our website has over 18,000 photos of tools.  We ship to over 30 

countries. www.toolexchange.com.au   

WV Tools: CRAFTS member  and eBay seller  concentrating on 

bitstock tools and more. 

Check Out – Tom Lamond’s yesteryearstools.com, an internet 

magazine on hand tools, their makers and their markings. 

Wanted - Bell System tools and electr ician’s plier s. Ted Da-

vidson 609-731-6915 

Whitney House Antiques Tool Shop - Antique & user quality 

tools for sale - Lafayette Mill Antique Center, Lafayette, NJ  

CRAFTS of New Jersey   

15 N. River Styx Rd. 

Hopatcong, NJ 07843 

http://www.mjdtools.com
http://www.davidstanley.com
http://www.greatplanestrading.com
mailto:Starked@aol.com
http://www.antiquetools.co.uk
mailto:takeadip@optonline.net
mailto:jane@janebutler.com
mailto:jim@jimbodetools.com
http://www.toolexchange.com.au

